












































3UPPORTED  GOLD  NANOPARTICLES  EXHIBIT  UNEXPECTED  REACTIVE 
PROPERTIES  WITH  RESPECT  TO  BULK  GOLD  #ONSIDERED  AS  THE 
NOBLEST METAL BULK GOLD DOES NOT REACT WITH SIMPLE MOLECULES 
SUCH AS OXYGEN BECAUSE OF THE REPULSION BETWEEN THE ½LLED D 
ORBITAL  OF  THE  METAL  AND  THE  MOLECULAR  ORBITAL  OF  THE 
ADSORBATES  4HEREFORE  IT  IS  A  VERY  POOR  CATALYST  FOR 
HYDROGENATION  AND  OXIDATION  ;=  4HE  STRIKING  BEHAVIOUR  IS 
THAT NANOMETERSIZE GOLD PARTICLES SUPPORTED ON OXIDE SHOW 






#ONCERNING  THE  SITES  FOR  #/  ADSORPTION  ON  THE  !U4I/ 
CATALYST  IT  IS  GENERALLY  ACCEPTED  THAT  #/  SITS  ON  THE  GOLD 
PARTICLES  THEMSELVES  %DGES  OR  STEP  SITES  ARE  OFTEN  INVOKED 
;= (OWEVER ADSORPTION ON GOLD FACETS WAS ALSO SUGGESTED 
BY  2E¾ECTION  !BSORPTION  )NFRA2ED  3PECTROSCOPY  2!)23	 
EXPERIMENTS  ON  AN  !U	  SINGLE  CRYSTAL  SINCE  AT  24  AND 
ABOVE  4ORR #/ MOLECULES ARE LINEARLY CHEMISORBED ON TOP 
OF GOLD ATOMS  ;=  4HE MAIN OPEN QUESTION  IS HOW OXYGEN 
ADSORBS AND DISSOCIATES SINCE IT USUALLY DOES NOT INTERACT WITH 
BULK  GOLD  -EYER  ET  AL  HAVE  SUMMARIZED  AS  FOLLOWS  THE 
DIFFERENT IDEAS PROPOSED TO EXPLAIN THE EXCEPTIONAL ACTIVITY OF 
GOLD NANOPARTICLES FOR #/ OXIDATION ;= 
I	   THE  PRESENCE  OF  HIGHLY  UNCOORDINATED  GOLD  ATOMS 
PROMOTES THE OXYGEN ADSORPTION ANDOR DISSOCIATION 





PRESENCE MAY  RESULT  FROM  THE  CATALYST PRECURSOR OR  THE 
CALCINATION TREATMENT 
IV	  THE ACTIVE  SITE  FOR GOLD CATALYSIS  IS AN ANIONIC GOLD  !U	 






PROPOSED  THAT  #/  ADSORBS  ON  THE  SURFACE  OF  THE  GOLD 
PARTICLE  WHEREAS  OXYGEN  ADSORBS  ON  THE  METAL  OXIDE 
SUPPORT AND MOVES  TO  THE PARTICLESUPPORT  INTERFACE OR 
ADSORBS THERE DIRECTLY





THUS  THE DETERMINATION OF  THE  SIZE  STRUCTURE AND CHEMICAL 
STATE OF THE CLUSTERS IN OPERANDO OR AT LEAST IN SITU SO AS TO 
BRIDGE  THE  SO  CALLED  ±PRESSURE  GAP²  BETWEEN  ULTRAHIGH 




OPERANDO  STUDY  OF  4I/SUPPORTED  GOLD  NANOPARTICLES  BY 
')3!83  TO  ESTABLISH  A  LINK  BETWEEN  THE MORPHOLOGY  OF  THE 







THE  ORIGIN  OF  THE  RECIPROCAL  SPACE  "ECAUSE  OF 
SMALL  SCATTERING  ANGLES  THE MEASUREMENT  IS  SENSITIVE  ONLY 
TO  THE  MEAN  ELECTRONIC  DENSITY  AND  NOT  TO  THE  ATOMIC 
ARRANGEMENT 4HE SIGNAL IS COLLECTED ON A $ DETECTOR CLOSE 









WHICH CAN BE CONSIDERED AS  SURFACE  SCIENCE  TYPE  ;=  4HEY 
BOTH SUPPOSE A LINK BETWEEN THE REACTIVITY AND THE PARTICLES 
SIZE  )NDEED A GENERAL ½NDING  IS  THAT THE REACTIVITY OF GOLD 
PARTICLES INCREASES DRAMATICALLY AS THEIR SIZE DECREASES ;= &OR 
MOST OF THE AUTHORS THIS INCREASE IS CONTINUOUS ;= ,OPEZ AND 
COWORKERS  COMPARED  EXPERIMENTAL  DATA  OF  SEVERAL  GROUPS 
OVER GOLD SUPPORTED ON DIFFERENT REDUCTIBLE AND NONREDUCTIBLE 
OXIDES  4HEY  CONCLUDED  THAT  THE  MOST  IMPORTANT  EFFECT 
COMES  FROM  THE  AVAILABILITY  OF MANY  LOW  COORDINATED  GOLD 
ATOMS EXPLANATION I		 ;= (OWEVER A MAXIMUM IN TURNOVER 
FREQUENCY  4/&	 WAS OBSERVED  FOR GOLD CLUSTERS OF   TO  
NM DIAMETER DEPOSITED AT THE SURFACE OF A RUTILE CRYSTAL ;= 
)T WAS ATTRIBUTED TO A QUANTUM SIZE EFFECT  EXPLANATION  II		 
WITH  THE  ACTIVITY  MAXIMUM  OCCURRING  FOR  TWOATOMSTHICK 
CLUSTERS  ;= 4HE SIZE DEPENDENCE OF  THE ACTIVITY WAS  LATER 
STUDIED BY OTHER TECHNIQUES SUCH AS %XTENDED 8RAY !BSORPTION 
&INE  3TRUCTURE  %8!&3	  ;=  .O  EVIDENCE  WAS  FOUND  FOR 
MAXIMUM ACTIVITY FOR SMALL PARTICLES BUT THE DETERMINATION 
OF THE PARTICLES SIZE BECOMES MORE UNCERTAIN WHEN PARTICLES 
ARE  SMALLER  THAN    NM  /N  HIGHAREA  CATALYSTS  THE  GOLD 





THE  CATALYTIC  ACTIVITY  OF  SUPPORTED GOLD PARTICLES  ;=  "OTH 
ARE SUGGESTED TO DEPEND ON THE PREPARATION METHOD %VEN 
THE SIGN OF THE CHARGE TRANSFER CAN CHANGE WHEN SWITCHING 






































THE  DIFFUSE  BACKGROUND  MUST  BE  DECREASED  AS  MUCH  AS 
POSSIBLE )N THIS RESPECT TWO ELEMENTS ARE CRUCIAL THE GUARD 
SLITS BEFORE THE SAMPLE AND THE BEAM STOP AFTER IT TO AVOID THE 








OF  THE '-4 STATION  )T  IS EQUIPPED WITH A GONIOMETER HEAD 
ALLOWING A PRECISE POSITIONING OF SAMPLE SURFACE FOR GRAZING 
GEOMETRY  4HE  8RAY  ENERGY  WAS  EQUAL  TO    KE6  WHICH 
CORRESPONDS TO A WAVELENGTH L` !T THIS ENERGY THE 
ABSORPTION AND ¾UORESCENCE FROM THE 4I/ SUBSTRATE AND THE 
GOLD  ½LM  ARE  NEGLIGIBLE  4HE  INCIDENCE  ANGLE  WAS  ½XED  AT 
AC CRITICAL ANGLE OF 4I/ FOR TOTAL EXTERNAL RE¾ECTION AT 
THE CORRESPONDING ENERGY	 ! SHUTTER WAS MOUNTED TO AVOID 
DAMAGING  THE  SURFACE  BY  AN  OVEREXPOSITION  TO  THE  8RAY 
BEAM )T WAS ONLY OPENED DURING 8RAY DATA COLLECTION &INALLY 
NO  SIGNI½CANT  DIFFERENCE  COULD  BE  OBSERVED  IN  EITHER  THE 
SCATTERING OR THE CATALYTIC ACTIVITY WITH AND WITHOUT PHOTONS 
ON THE SAMPLE 4HE ')3!83 SIGNAL WAS COLLECTED ON A 0ELTIER 
COOLED  BIT  -PIXEL  CHARGECOUPLED  DEVICE  CAMERA 
0RINCETON )NSTRUMENTS PIXEL SIZE OF  M	 )T IS LOCATED 
 METER  AWAY  FROM  THE  SURFACE  SAMPLE  EXCEPT  FOR  THE 
NM  THICK GOLD ½LM  FOR WHICH  IT WAS PUT  FURTHER  AWAY AT 
 M )MAGES WERE CORRECTED FROM I	 DARK COUNTS II	 ¾AT 
THE  HALOS  ALONG  THE  1Y  PARALLEL  DIRECTION  ;=  4HE  PARTICLE 
LATERAL  AVERAGE  SIZE  D  AND  HEIGHT  H  ARE  THUS  INVERSELY 
PROPORTIONAL  TO  THE  SPREAD  OF  THE  SCATTERING  PARALLEL  AND 
PERPENDICULAR  TO  THE  SURFACE  RESPECTIVELY  ;=  3CATTERING 
ANGLES  IN  THE  RANGE  OF  A  FEW  DEGREES  CORRESPOND  TO WAVE 
VECTOR TRANSFERS 1 THAT PROBE NANOMETRIC DISTANCES 3ENSITIVITY 




KINEMATICAL  APPROXIMATION  OR  "ORN  APPROXIMATION  IS 
INADEQUATE  4HE MODEL  HAS  TO  BE MODI½ED  TO  ACCOUNT  FOR 
RE¾ECTION  AND  REFRACTION  EFFECTS  LEADING  TO  THE  SOCALLED 
DISTORTEDWAVE  "ORN  APPROXIMATION  ;  =  4HE  FORMALISM 







WAS  BUILT  TO  STUDY  COMPLEX  SURFACES  SUCH  AS  THIN  EPITAXIAL 
½LMS  OR  SUPPORTED  NANOPARTICLES  )T  HAS  BEEN  DESCRIBED  IN 
DETAILS  ELSEWHERE  ;=  )T  IS  MADE  OF  TWO  CONNECTED  5(6 
CHAMBERS 4HE  SAMPLE CAN BE  TRANSFERRED  FROM THE ONE  TO 
THE OTHER BY A MECHANICAL TRANSFER ROD IN 5(6 ENVIRONMENT 
4HE MODEL  CATALYSTS  CAN BE PREPARED  JUST  BEFORE  THE 8RAY 
EXPERIMENT  IN  THE  5(6  CHAMBER  EQUIPPED  FOR  SURFACE 
PREPARATION  AND WITH  THE  USUAL  PROBES  FOR  SURFACE  ANALYSIS 


















slits (1) Beamstop (4)
(2)






INDEPENDENT  FROM  AZIMUTHAL  ROTATION  THE  ANALYSIS  WAS 










CONCENTRATION  OF  THE  RUTILE  SURFACE  ;=  4HE  !U  ½LM  WAS 
GROWN IN THE 5(6 PREPARATION CHAMBER (IGH PURITY GOLD WAS 
EVAPORATED ON THE SURFACE  FROM A CELL HELD AT  + 4HE 
EVAPORATION  RATE    NMMIN	  WAS  CALIBRATED  BY  A  QUARTZ 
MICROBALANCE  4HE  TEMPERATURE  WAS  ESTIMATED  BY  AN  )2 
PYROMETER ;= 'OLD THICKNESS EQUIVALENT TO  -, UP TO  
-,  WERE  EXPLORED  -,  CORRESPONDING  TO  A  SINGLE  !U	 
CLOSEDPACKED  ATOMIC  LAYER    NM  THICKNESS	  'OLD 
DEPOSITION WAS  PERFORMED  ACCORDING  TO  A  PREVIOUS  ')3!83 
STUDY ESTABLISHING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE SIZE OF GOLD 





#/  OXIDATION  ;=  !FTER  GOLD  DEPOSITION  THE  SAMPLE  WAS 


















CONTAMINANTS  OF  #/  )NDEED  THIS  HAS  A  DRAMATIC  EFFECT 













CONVERTED  IN  ONE  HOUR  IF  THE  RATE  IS    MMOLEGS  4HIS  IS 
TYPICALLY WHAT IT IS POSSIBLE TO MEASURE IN OUR SETUP 
)N  OPERANDO  STUDY  OF  GOLD  NANOPARTICLES 
ON 4I/ 	
$URING  THE  EXPERIMENT  CLUSTERS  OF  DIFFERENT  SIZES  WERE 
EXPOSED TO VARIOUS CONDITIONS  INCLUDING ULTRAHIGH VACUUM 
OXYGEN  ENVIRONMENT  AND  ½NALLY  OXYGEN  AND  #/  MIXTURE 
$ATA WERE MOSTLY COLLECTED AFTER TRANSFER IN THE 8RAY REACTOR 







DOWN  TO  5(6  %ACH  STEP  WAS  ABOUT  TWO  HOURS  LONG  4HE 
REACTIVITY WAS  ANALYZED  BY  RECORDING  THE  SIGNALS  OF  OXYGEN 
MASS  AND 	 #/ MASS 	 AND #/ MASS  AND 	 
WITH  THE  MASS  SPECTROMETER  ;=  7E  ALSO  MONITORED  THE 






BEAM  STOP  ARE  THE  SOCALLED  CORRELATION  PEAKS  5PON 
INCREASING  THE  AVERAGE  ½LM  THICKNESS  THEY  PROGRESSIVELY 
SHRINK  TOWARDS  THE  ORIGIN  OF  THE  RECIPROCAL  SPACE  4HIS  IS 
INDICATIVE OF AN INCREASE IN DIAMETER D HEIGHT H AND SEPARATION 





AND  ITS  VALUES    TO  	  ARE  CLOSE  TO  THOSE  PREVIOUSLY 




OF  THE  NM  -,	 EQUIVALENT  THICKNESS 4HESE  IMAGES 
EVIDENCE  THAT  PARTICLES  DO  NOT  UNDERGO  ANY  CHANGE  UPON 































CONDITIONS  OF  THE  MEASUREMENTS  WERE  CAREFULLY  REPRODUCED 
REGARDING THE PREPARATION OF THE SAMPLE THE GOLD EVAPORATION 
AS  WELL  AS  THE  SEQUENCE  OF  TREATMENTS  FOR  WHICH  SIMILAR 
TEMPERATURES PARTIAL PRESSURES AND DURATIONS WERE USED 
&IGURE  A  SHOWS  THE  #/  TRANSFORMATION  INTO  #/  AS  A 
FUNCTION OF TIME FOR SEVERAL GOLD EQUIVALENT THICKNESSES FROM 
 -,  TO -,	  AT +  4HESE DATA  ARE DERIVED  FROM  THE 
ANALYSIS  OF  THE  MASS    AND    RECORDED  BY  THE  MASS 
SPECTROMETER ! CURVE MEASURED DURING EXPERIMENT AT %32& 
IS ALSO REPORTED ON THE SAME PLOT WHICH CON½RMS THAT THE 
EXPERIMENTAL  CONDITIONS  OF  MEASUREMENTS  AT  SYNCHROTRON 
WERE WELL REPRODUCED AT THE LABORATORY 4HE DATA WERE ½RST 
CORRECTED FROM THE SIGNAL RECORDED BEFORE THE INTRODUCTION 





OF  THE  EXPOSURE  AS  A  FUNCTION  OF  THE  EQUIVALENT  GOLD 







DEPOSITED  GOLD  AMOUNT  DECREASES  FROM    TO   -,  4HE 
CORRESPONDING SIZE OF GOLD CLUSTERS AS DEDUCED FROM ')3!83 














GOOD  CONDITIONS  4HAT  RATHER  HIGH  TEMPERATURE  IS  A  LIKELY 
EXPLANATION OF VALUES OF THE TURNOVER FREQUENCY FOUND HIGHER 
THAN  THOSE  OBSERVED  BY  EITHER  3CHUMACHER  ET  AL  ;=  OR 
6ALDEN ET AL ;= WHO HAVE PERFORMED MEASUREMENTS AT  
+ 4HE RANGE OF PARTICLES DIAMETER WHICH HAS BEEN EXPLORED 






OBSERVATION  IS  THAT  WITHIN  THE  WHOLE  RANGE  OF  OUR 
MEASUREMENTS THE REACTIVITY CLEARLY INCREASES IN A MONOTONE 
MANNER AS  THE  SIZE OF  THE PARTICLES DECREASES WITHOUT ANY 
APPARENT MAXIMUM 3UCH AN OBSERVATION DIFFERS FROM THAT OF 
6ALDEN ET AL WHO HAVE CONCLUDED FROM A 3CANNING 4UNNELLING 
-ICROSCOPY  34-	  STUDY  THAT  FOR  THE  SAME  SYSTEM  THE 
TURNOVER FREQUENCY PASSES THROUGH A MAXIMUM FOR A PARTICLE 
SIZE OF  NM ;= )N ADDITION AS ESTIMATED BY ')3!83 THE THE 
PARTICLES  STUDIED  HEREIN  WERE  FOUND  THICKER  THAN  THE  TWO
LAYERS  THICK  CLUSTERS  WHICH  WERE  DESCRIBED  AS  THE  MORE 
REACTIVE  GOLD  PARTICLES  ;=  !TTEMPTS  TO  MODEL  THE  GOLD 
PARTICLES BY TWOLAYERS HIGH ¾ATTOP CLUSTERS LEAD TO VERY BAD 
½TS  WITH  RESPECT  TO  EITHER  CYLINDRICAL  SHAPE  OR  TRUNCATED 
SPHERICAL  SHAPE  4HE  LATTER  MODELS  BOTH  ½TTED  WITH  FREE 





!  SINTERING  OF  GOLD  PARTICLES  SMALLER  THAN    NM  WAS 
OBSERVED AT  + UNDER THE #/  / REACTIVE MIXTURE AS THE 
CATALYTIC  ACTIVITY  INCREASES  STRONGLY WITH DECREASING PARTICLE 
SIZE (OWEVER ANNEALING THE SAME CLUSTERS  IN VACUUM OR  IN 
OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE AT THE SAME PRESSURE HAD NO EFFECT ON 
THE  PARTICLE  SIZE  !  SIMILAR  BEHAVIOR WAS  OBSERVED  FOR  GOLD 
OVER CERIUM OXIDE ;= 3INTERING UNDER THE REACTIVE MIXTURE 



















































Islands diameter d (nm)
2.4       2.9       3.2       5.2
0
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ARGON  SPUTTERING  WAS  PERFORMED  IN  5(6  INSTEAD  UNDER 
OXYGEN  .OTABLY  THE  SIZE  OF    NM  OF  THE  GOLD  PARTICLES 
CORRESPONDS TO THE SWITCH FROM GROWTH TO COALESCENCE WHICH 
IS  OBSERVED  DURING  THE  DEPOSITION  OF  THE  !U4I/	  ½LM 
;= "ELOW THAT  LIMIT  THE PARTICLE DISTRIBUTION  IS CONSISTENT 
WITH A PINNING BY SURFACE DEFECTS OF ABOUT A CONSTANT NUMBER 
OF  GROWING  PARTICLES  !T  HIGHER  COVERAGE  THE  ½LM  OBEYS  A 
DYNAMIC  MODEL  IN  WHICH  THE  INTERPARTICLE  DISTANCE  IS 
PROPORTIONAL TO THE PARTICLE SIZE AND IS NO LONGER CONNECTED 
TO DEFECTS 4HE NUMBER OF PARTICLES  IS RAPIDLY DECREASING AT 
THAT  STAGE  4HE  ADSORBATEINDUCED  SINTERING MIGHT  BE  LESS 
EFFECTIVE  IN  THE  REGION    NM	  WHERE  SUPPORTED  CLUSTERS 
HAVE  ALREADY  UNDERGONE  A  COALESCENCE  &INALLY  THE  HIGH 
REACTIVITY OBSERVED FOR PARTICLE SIZE LOWER THAN  NM CAN BE 
ASSOCIATED WITH  PARTICLES  PINNED  BY  DEFECTS  4HAT  BEHAVIOR 










!U4I/  	  PARTICLES  OF    TO    NM  IN  DIAMETER 
DEPOSITED IN VACUUM CONDITIONS WERE CHARACTERIZED DURING 
THE REACTION OF OXIDATION OF #/ AT PARTIAL PRESSURES RANGING 
BETWEEN    AND    MBAR  WITH  THE  FOLLOWING  MAIN 
CONCLUSIONS
¯   THE REACTION RATE PER !U ATOM MEASURED AT  + INCREASES 
IN  A  MONOTONE  MANNER  AS  THE  CLUSTER  SIZE  DECREASES 
WITHOUT REACHING ANY MAXIMUM 
¯   AT  + SINTERING OF PARTICLES OF SIZE  LOWER THAN  NM 
WAS OBSERVED  IN  THE PRESENCE OF  THE #/  / MIXTURE 
4HAT  SIZE  COINCIDES  WITH  A  PREVIOUSLY  OBSERVED  SWITCH 
FROM  GROWTH  WITH  PARTICLES  PINNED  ON  DEFECTS  TO 
COALESCENCE WHERE PARTICLES ARE INDEPENDENT OF DEFECTS 
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